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B.Sc. 6th Semester (Honours) Examinati onr 2023 (CBCS)

Subject : Physics

Course : DSE-4:(8)

(Astronomy and Astrophysics)

Time: 3 Hours Full Marks: 60

The questions are of equal value.

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as applicable.

Group'A

l. Answer any ten of the following questions: Zxl0=20

(a) What is the distance of a star from the Earth in light years with parallax angle
0'167 arcseconds?

(b) If the celestial equator and the horizon coincides for an observer, what is the latitude of the
position of that observer?

(c) What are declinations of the Sun on the dates: 20th March, 2lst Jun e, 23rd September
and Zlst December?

(d) What is bolomerric magnitude?

(e) What do you mean by the colour temperature of a star?

(0 To observe a star at a dista nce Zparsec we need a telescope of diameter at least 30 cm. What
is the minimum diameter to observe a star of same luminosity ata distanc e of 4parsec?

(g) What is the main advantage of space telescopes over ground based telescopes?

(h) Prove the Virial Theorem for a system of a stzir with a planet in circular orbit.

(i) State the conditions for local thermodynamic equilibrium.

() Temperature of solar corona is very high compared with solar photosphere. But photosphere
is brighter than corona. Why?

(k) What is the typical value of magnetic field strength at the Sunspots? How can it be measured?

(1) Why are the structures of solar prominence and solar flares appear very similar to the
magnetic lines of force?

(m) What are the dark matters?

. (n) State Hubble's law and explain.

(o) State the period-luminosity relation of the cepheid variable stars.
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2+3

l0x2=20

Celestial poles. the

of radii R1 and Rr.
respectively. Using

2+2+6

(d) Explain differential rotation of galaxies. Derive the expressions for oort,

3+4+3

s constants. 3+7

2. Answer any fourpf the following questions:
5x4=20

(a) A binary star has a parallax of 0'025 arcseconds and the angular distance between the

,TIL*"nt 
stars is 2'5 arcseconds' calculate the linear separatio-n between rwo components

(b) what do you mean by the resolving power of a telescope? compare the resolving power of anoptical telescope operating at a,i nm (1 nm = io:t *r and a radio telescope operating ar1 cm, both having the same diameter of 200mm. 
lescope or",urr, 

,*,(c) State Newton's theory'of Gravitation. Mention two limitations of liiewton,s theory. In whichrimit, Einstein's theory of Gravitation reduces to Newton,s theory? 2+2+!
(d) How does the sunspot zones migrate along solar latitude? Exprain with the butterfly diagram.
tt' 

3#: 
a sketch of the Milky wuy galaxy showing its bulge, disc, halo and the position of the

(0 what are cepheid variable stars? why are they called standard candles?

Group_C

3. Answer any two of the following questions:

(a) Draw a neat diagram of'cerestiar sphere, showing Zenith, Nadir, thecelestial equator, the horizon, the ecliptic and the diurnal paths of stars.
(b) Define luminosity and effective temperature of a star. consider two starseffective temperatures I and, T2 and absorute^magnitudes M1 and. M2,Stefan*Bortzmann raw of radiation, show tnutffi"= r*onrrrjrr).- 

-'"'

(c) Briefly explain the causes of granular structure in solar photosphere. Show the variation of
::ffiIlff *iH i:f,ffi,'nd 

atmosphere 
"r ;. ;;;"i',upr,i.uuv what ;"#;;,#


